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2021 was a tumultuous year for everyone – with the continued ups and
downs of COVID-19 – and especially for us in the agriculture and food
industry. Extended periods of drought and extreme heat in different parts
of the country made it extremely challenging for many producers and
food processors to meet their goals.
The focus of this edition is business management. I understand that can
read like a really broad term, but as you turn the pages of this magazine,
I believe you’ll find value in the topics we’ve covered. And given the
challenging year we just faced, sound business management is more
important than ever.
One topic in this edition is something I relate to personally: the “CEO
mindset.” Most farms don’t identify a CEO, COO or CFO but I think it’s
important to consider – as the articles within this special edition set out
to do – how the mindsets of each of these roles are critical to any
successful business.
Ask yourself, “Does our operation have someone overseeing the
decisions we make across all teams, the operational decisions, and the
financial decisions?” Depending on the size of your business, it doesn’t
have to be a different individual in each of these roles. It might just be
one person applying a different lens to strategic, operational and
marketing responsibilities… you. But this question allows you to think of
yourself as being more than just “the boss.” It can help you explore the
different types of business management you may want to develop, to
take your operation to the next level.
Other topics we touch on in this special edition include: key drivers of
profitability, the benefits of digitizing your farm data, taking a closer look
at the business cycles affecting your operation, and the steps you need
to take if you’re looking to incorporate. Are you ready to make some
adjustments to how you manage your business? There’s no better time
than the present.
2022 is a new year. On behalf of all of us at FCC, I’d like to wish you and
your families all the best for physical health and business excellence.
Sincerely,

Michael Hoffort
President and Chief Executive Officer
Farm Credit Canada

YOUR MONEY

UNDERSTANDING
BUSINESS CYCLES
BY RICHARD K AMCHEN

Managing economic and business cycles can go a long way
toward helping farm CEOs cash in on upturns and cushion
downturns. But before they can be managed, these concepts
need to be fully understood.
Understanding cycles

“Write down your goals over the short and long term,” Gervais
recommends. “Think of critical success measures: that is, things
you will be able to objectively assess in terms of meeting the goals
you set for the business. Then evaluate how your business is doing
against these critical success factors.”

The economic cycle of the agriculture sector is an environment
over which farmers have no control, and includes factors such
as weather, commodity prices and interest rates, explains FCC
vice-president and chief economist J.P. Gervais.

Managing risk

Economic cycles see marked periods of price highs and lows.
Predicting their turning points with any type of accuracy
and consistency is next to impossible, he says. Fundamental
factors change, making what caused the last cycle to rise and
fall – and for how long – insufficient to predicting what will
happen next time.

Economic cycles tell us good times never last forever. The overall
growth of the previous 15 years left some post-Generation X farm
operators without the experience of years when, for many, the
objective was simply to limit losses.

By contrast, a business life cycle is the strategic environment of
your operation, and has stages: launch, growth, maturity, and
stability or decline.
“Those are decisions that I’m making that I have control over,”
Gervais says.
Managing cycles
Farm owners can be proactive when it comes to cycles, instead of
reacting to them.
For instance, you might begin an expansion phase when prices
in the economic cycle are low, in anticipation of rising prices.
Or you might make investments when interest rates are
historically low.

There’s also a risk management part to these decisions: “It’s not
about not taking risk, it’s about understanding the risks you take,
and how to mitigate them,” Gervais says.

Weather challenges experienced throughout 2021 changed that
for many producers and underlines the importance of ensuring
management skill basics are in place. This includes knowing:
• cost of production
• exposure to production risk
• exposure to financial risk
Understanding those risks requires planning and analysis.
Gervais recommends choosing a business dimension of your
farm and evaluating the impact of a few scenarios.
“For example, if you think of financial risk, evaluate how different
phases of the economic cycle impact your ability to meet debt
obligations, cash flows, ability to expand or to carry out different
strategies,” he says. n

Think of cycles as either progressing or regressing – there is no
neutral ground. It’s important to always keep your foot on the gas
and consider how to make the most of the current situation.
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Though the ranchland he now owns has been in the family since
the 1950s, Ben Campbell didn’t inherit an abundance of
agricultural expertise. Far from it. “I didn’t really know anything
about anything to do with agriculture,” he says.
Trained as an engineer and in a career that didn’t feel right for
him, he got the urge to buy a few yearlings and test out the
industry, and everything aligned. Everything except his own
knowledge base.
“One of the first things I got was Raising Beef Cattle for
Dummies,” he recounts with a laugh. And that was only the
beginning. “I [read] everything I could find about rotational
grazing, winter feeding, water systems, fencing systems, cattle
ailments, breeding – that’s the thing about the beef sector, there
are just so many things you can learn.”
Ben attended conferences across Canada, took courses in Idaho
and South Dakota, and when he realized he needed a local
support network, well, he just started cold-calling ranchers
nearby.
Given his enthusiasm, it’s not surprising that today Grazed Right,
the ranch he runs alongside his wife Stephanie outside Calgary,
is a bustling enterprise and a fresh take on how modern farm
management can work for a young family with big plans.
Ben rented family land until he was able to purchase 320 acres of
it. He now rents a portion more, giving him about 1,400 acres and
an assortment of infrastructure – only some of which he has
needed. This year, the farm boasts roughly 270 yearlings, 30
grass-fed cows for direct marketing, 10 pigs and a handful of
chickens. He also boards horses and rents out portions of his
unused farm buildings, but next year could be a different story.

“Every year I do an analysis on all the different ways I make
money, and I create two numbers,” Ben explains: return on
investment and dollars-per-hour wage for his own labour. “If
anything stands out that isn’t making a lot of money, or if they
are all making money but I’m too busy and I need to cut
something, I know what needs to be cut.”
Unsurprisingly, Ben’s a big fan of spreadsheets, and he’s also
aware of their limitations: “Another thing that doesn’t have a
number value but is as important is that I enjoy certain things
more than others,” he explains.
“This farm works for me, I don’t work for the farm,” he says.
Diversifying into higher-value products is a big part of the future
of the ranch. “My kids are little,” Ben says, “but I hope that some
of them will want to work on the ranch someday. [Diversifying] is
one way that even though we’re small, we’ll eventually be able to
support more than one family.”
Ben’s engineering degree helps him keep an eye on all the moving
parts. “You take a complex system and break it down into
components and analyze and adjust the components before
putting it back together to see how it works,” he says. “That sort of
critical thinking has been crucial to managing and figuring out
how to run a successful business.”
As a relative newcomer to the industry, Ben is already
overcoming a common predicament for many: how to manage
the day-to-day while keeping the long-view vision for the farm in
focus. He’s got the passion, grit and ambition to succeed and he’s
also exhibiting more than a few traits of the boardroom CEO,
albeit against a more pastoral setting.
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Traits of the CEO that work beyond the boardroom
and into the farmyard
Foresight: set the vision, stay the course
Grazed Right has three main goals: “It has to provide something
valuable to the community, it has to be good to the environment,
and it has to be something my family enjoys.”
His strategy is ever-evolving while he keeps those goalposts in
sight. Sticking to his clearly defined mission statement, he can
test out the theory behind new ideas without having to learn the
hard way how veering off-course might affect the potential of
his business.
“I can use that to say, well, grain prices are through the roof, why
don’t I rip up all my pasture and all my rental land and start
doing canola? But that doesn’t satisfy those [main goals], so that’s
not an option,” he explains.
Engaging for impact: invest in your ability to adapt
Investment doesn’t only mean putting down dollars and cents.
“I’m a very passionate person, so once I get interested in
something that’s the only thing I think about,” Ben says.
“I’m definitely a life-long learner.”
His approach to investigating new possibilities isn’t one-sided.
While he’s studying up on everything he can ahead of time, he’s
also keeping meticulous track of all his real-time endeavours.
“I now have economic forecasts for the whole ranch broken down
by enterprise,” he says. That’s the behind-the-scenes work that
gives him the confidence to consistently take calculated risks.
The very sort his business is built on.
“Because I don’t have a bred cow herd, I have to decide what I’m
going to sell next year … and what weight I’m going to buy them
at,” he explains.
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Every year brings new decisions and Ben must have the
confidence – innate, inherited, or in his case, reinforced by
data – to make the leap.
Thinking outside the box: choose your own adventure,
wisely
At the end of 2021’s hot, dry summer, Ben contemplated what
to do about a store of feed he bought when prices were good.
With his yearlings sold, he no longer needs it.
“The bred cow market is probably going to be slow because of the
high cost of feed due to the drought,” he says. “I’m going to do an
analysis of it: should I buy bred cows, or should I sell the feed?
Should I buy yearlings, but buy them later in the year? Maybe I
should just sell the bales? Maybe I can’t afford to keep them and
feed them to my own cattle.”
Even with all the proper calculations, it may be that the market
shifts and the opportunities change – Ben can’t pretend to have
the right answer all the time. While he doesn’t have a crystal ball,
he does have natural curiosity, the courage to take chances, and a
commitment to the future of the business he’s building.
Looking forward…
Grazed Right is truly a family business. This year, Stephanie is
taking over the pigs and hens, Ben is focusing on the cattle, and
while the kids are too little to help just yet, they are clearly a big
part of the picture. Family life is something that can’t be ignored
when charting a course for the business.
“I can’t just put my head in the sand and say I’m going to power
through this, I have to work,” Campbell says. “We know what we
value, we talk about it as a family, and we know that this farm
works for us – not the other way around.” n
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Ben talks about his approaches
and journey in Episode 4:
Ranching by the Numbers of
the Talking Farm & Food podcast.
LISTEN NOW
scan the code or visit
fcc.ca/Podcasts

Key business management
tips from Grazed Right
• Write a mission statement that sets your vision.
• Develop a business plan to guide decisions.
• Calculate detailed production costs and know
your return on investment.
• Perform economic forecasts, broken down
by enterprise.
• Make decisions based on intuition and
experience – and also on data.
• Improve efficiency wherever possible. Every
small improvement boosts overall profitability.
• Implement opportunities to diversify if your
business plan supports it.
• Think beyond transition. The Campbells
are aiming for a business that allows for
multi-family support down the road.
• Take risks only after you’ve calculated the
projected costs and benefits.
• Keep detailed records. See page 19 for
information on how business management
software like AgExpert can help.
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Invest in
your business.
Invest in
yourself.
Take Ag Management training
As farming becomes more complex, you need the best information
to stay ahead. The University of Guelph in partnership with RBC and
FCC have designed a free, self-paced, online course to empower
you with the knowledge and confidence to take your agri-business
to the next level.
Enroll today

Coming January 2022!

Enrolment opens January 17, 2022
GuelphAgriculturalManagement.com

What can you do
to make your farm
more profitable?
Know your money and finance basics
Our Money and Finance Basics guide gives
you everything you need to start on the right path.
Get the building blocks for farm financial success.
Download your guide today
fcc.ca/MoneyFinanceGuide

FEATURE ARTICLE

5 SIMPLE
ADJUSTMENTS
to boost on-farm
profitability

BY TREVOR BACQUE

Farmers are resilient, nimble and able to
embrace change like few others. Whether
agronomic or economic, the decisions that
farm managers make require a keen
understanding of risk and reward, and the
difference between the two is razor thin.
But a distinction does exist.
FCC vice-president and chief economist
J.P. Gervais, and Saskatchewan farmer
Kristjan Hebert, CPA, provided insight on
five key drivers for remaining profitable in
2022 and beyond.

J.P. Gervais
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Plug the leaks
It’s relatively easy to find big issues, but what about the small leaks
that are lost over time due to lost revenues, unchecked expenses or
complacent business practices?
Your farm business’s profitability is composed of a series of large
and small elements that add up to a larger sum. Don’t assume that
just because something is small, it’s not important.
Before planting season begins, a mechanical inspection of all
machinery, including changing belts and topping fluids, seems like
a small piece. But if machinery begins operating at a reduced
capacity because steps were overlooked, you have small leaks and
losses may ensue.
Hebert believes there are three key areas that regularly leak:
• land, buildings and finance
• interest rates
• labour, power and machinery
Even fuel and other inputs are regularly overlooked areas.
With finance especially, do a deep dive annually with your lender.
“Be on the same page of what the needs will be for next year.”
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Actively manage your
cost of production
How does one do this well? It’s not as easy as it seems. Many costs are fixed, so dig deep to find
malleable areas where costs can be reduced.
“It’s important to know your cost of production, but more important is the notion that we must
actively manage it throughout the year, not just once every winter when reviewing expenses,”
Gervais says.
Running what-if scenarios is critical as well. Challenge yourself to plan for opportunities and risks.
This will give you options. Avoid sitting idle or operating on only gut feelings, which are much less
reliable than a well-designed business plan. Look to innovate.
Many farmers enjoy the technical, production side of the barn, feedlot or orchard, but aren’t excited
to sit at the computer and do business.
“If you combine that experience out in the field with management skills you can deploy sitting in
front of a laptop, you can start to affect positive change on your cost of production,” Gervais says.
He gives the example of a dairy farmer who wants 100 kilograms of butter fat at their operation.
“Maybe you have some flexibility,” he points out. “Perhaps this year you don’t get to 100, maybe it’s
95; but given what you want to achieve, how do you minimize cost, knowing all those different costs
associated with production goals and targets?”
Once you answer that, he says, you can pick and choose what variables can be changed via a revenueminus-cost comparison. “So, if it costs X per kilogram of butter fat, what could be done to bring that
cost down and still achieve the same result?”
Perhaps it’s an automated milking robot or new floor; it could be many things. Take the time to
investigate what could be changed to achieve a better long-term result.
For Hebert, managing 26,000 acres of cropland is manageable because he has a strong team in place
that’s right for his farm. “That’s what gets all the execution done. The minute farms are short-handed
but over-equipped, that gets expensive. You must optimize each hour of your machinery. Are you
optimizing its utilization? If the answer is no, then you need to make an adjustment.”
Beyond knowing the costs, know how to manage costs actively. Rather than looking at year-end
financial statements, Hebert suggests a variance analysis up to four times per year. “Knowing your
[costs] based on prior year and having an annual plan of areas to be more efficient to tweak that cost,
is important,” he says.
Hebert runs what-if scenarios. These include a continuum of worst-case scenarios to very optimistic
numbers, in increments that make sense for his business. They provide a clearer picture of what such
scenarios mean for debt servicing and working capital.
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Have a marketing
plan
Marketing goes to revenues, and revenues are split into prices of what you sell
and the prices you’re getting. Even though you have little control, time is of the
essence when working with the market to boost profit.
“It’s not just about boosting profitability, it’s also to reduce volatility,” Gervais
says. He explains both must be held in balance, despite being difficult. Risks
must be taken but must also be calculated.
At a field level, Hebert makes it clear: “Cash flow is the driver of your marketing
plan, and you want your marketing plan to determine your cash flow. Not the
other way around. If the bank or retailer is phoning you for a payment and that’s
what causing you to sell your product, that’s a bad marketing plan.”
He agrees with Gervais on increasing profitability and reducing volatility.
However, one typically takes precedence over the other. “But if you have cash
flow, you can go after reducing volatility and increasing profitability,” he says.
Value-added strategy
Consumers are more demanding than ever. Across the supply chain, businesses
have responded to create products that align well with consumers’ wishes.
By marketing foods with specific attributes or production methods, countless
avenues have been opened for farmers to differentiate themselves in crowded
marketplaces. Many scoff and say, “that’s just marketing.” And they’re right.
“Many of the practices consumers demand from farmers today are already being
done. The only difference is that some have realized [and are] properly telling
their story, a risk to be sure. By engaging with the public there is additional
margin and value to capture,” Gervais says.
Who wouldn’t want an extra $15 to $20 per head of beef per sale if all they had
to do was fill out a few hours of paperwork? Or get a higher value per
hundredweight by emphasizing a pre-existing attribute of their potatoes?
While growing your farm business to a larger economy of scale can increase
profitability, there is just as much untapped value in differentiating product
attributes, and it’s often easier than you think.
Hebert looks also at value-added from unique perspectives, such as offering
farm tours for high school students and potential employees or inviting a
landlord out to a harvest supper and asking about how aspects of the land could
be improved via collaboration. “Be cognizant of what you need to do more of,”
he says.
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Business plan
While some may feel a business plan is for the behemoth businesses of the
world only, it’s a real asset for an operation of any size.
The first thing any good business plan requires is putting pen to paper.
Without a written plan, details will simply float around your head or get
lost. When you pick up a physical copy of a business plan, it can be
reviewed in sections or as a whole.

It’s also a dynamic document that can be changed routinely. For example, many producers made
changes to their business plans during the COVID-19 pandemic, and it served them well.
If it feels daunting to create a business plan on your own, enlist the help of trusted external thirdparty advisors. After all, you do this with other aspects of your business via an accountant, lawyer,
agronomist and veterinarian; a business plan should be no different.
“To graduate from the ranks of farm manager and move into the CEO role and take your farm to the next level, understand that you
simply cannot be the single expert voice on every subject,” Gervais says.
Rely on the experts you hire and the third parties you work with to steer your business in the proper direction. To relinquish control is
never easy, but it can be necessary. As Jim Collins explains in his book Good to Great, what brought your business to where it is today
(good) will not get you to the next step (great) unless a new plan is formulated. Sometimes we just have to get out of our own way.
Hebert believes the biggest benefit of having a business plan – and sharing it with everyone – is the buy-in this creates for the entire
farm team. It helps them see the value in their work. “Explaining what you are doing, getting buy-in and giving them a chance to be
heard – that gives them a sense of purpose. Without it, they lose that fire in their belly.”

FCC KNOWLEDGE
Take your business management skills to the next level.
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Five per cent rule
Forget the notion you must grow by 20 per cent or double year-over-year
margins. You may have success for one, maybe two years, but to repeat
the process indefinitely will only cause frustration as you realize the
limitations of expecting massive gains while implementing little change.

An effective principle is the five per cent rule. That is, by adding or subtracting five per cent on
various areas of production you become more profitable.
The power of the 5% rule becomes apparent with some simple napkin math.
For example, if an enterprise currently has costs of $500,000 and gross revenue
of $625,000 the margin is $125,000. If costs can be cut by 5% and gross revenue
increased by 5% the end result is costs of $475,000 and revenue of $656,000.
Margin is increased to $181,000 – 45% higher than before the improvements.
“The whole point is to stop looking for unicorns to fix your business,” Hebert says. “Look for small incremental changes that will
change your business.” You need to be aware of how little things compound.
He says it’s more of a mindset than a rigid series of changes that must be accomplished within a season. He encourages farmers to
invest five per cent not just in machinery and costs of production, but also in people. “By empowering them we get more efficiency
and optimization on everything. They execute on everything at the farm.” He says that if a worker is happy, that worker’s family is
often happier, which is a feedback loop and makes work at the farm more productive and efficient.
So, is it a five per cent benefit? “Not even close. It’s thousands of per cent,” Hebert says. n

We can still be
there for each other
no matter the distance
Make sure your well-being is a priority and talk
to somebody if you or someone you know
needs help.
Agriculture is rooted in strength − the strength
to take care of our families and ourselves.

Visit domore.ag or fcc.ca/Wellness

CASE STUDY

We’re ready to incorporate.
NOW WHAT?
THE FOLLOWING FICTIONAL CASE STUDY
WAS CREATED BY BDO

Lisa and Rudy were 10 years into their farming career when they
first considered incorporating the business. Initially a part-time
venture, both were now farming full time and their efforts were
paying off.

pay personal expenses out of a personal account. This is much
cleaner for bookkeeping and formalizes the record-keeping for
the business.

The annual dance of spending money in November and
December to soften the blow from income tax was getting old.
Their accountant advised that if they were consistently netting
over $100,000 a year, they should consider incorporating to limit
income tax exposure, but cautioned that it was a decision not to
be taken lightly. By incorporating, they would be creating
another legal entity with tax obligations and reporting
requirements, as well as costs to establish and maintain it.

Should we roll all our equipment into the company?
Is depreciation or capital cost allowance (CCA) treated
differently in a corporation?

They scheduled a meeting with their accountant to make sure
they understood all the details of being incorporated and how it
would impact their management going forward. Their accountant
saw they had a list of questions, so she suggested they tackle them
one at a time.
The company will only have two shareholders.
Are there decisions we need to make surrounding
share allocation and type of shares?
The goal should be to set up the shares to maximize flexibility for
compensating Lisa and Rudy now and in the future. This step
should also accommodate the requirements for getting assets into
the corporation without triggering tax while still allowing for
changes in the future.

The CCA rates are the same in a corporation. Deciding whether
to move assets into the corporation involves numerous variables
and the answer will be different for every operation. It often
makes sense for operational assets like equipment to be rolled
into the company.
Are there capital gains considerations for land?
How are capital gains treated in corporation versus
sole proprietorship?
Individuals all have $1 million of capital gains exemption
available to offset gains on the sale of qualified farm property.
Some or all of it may be used if transferring land into the
company. However, it’s important to know that the company
doesn’t have a capital gains exemption.
What about retained earnings and shareholder
loan – what do these terms mean and how should
we be thinking about them?

This decision will be made each year with the accountant to
determine the type and amount of compensation to be the most
tax effective.

Retained earnings are the cumulative profits that have been kept
in the company since incorporation. Shareholder loans are funds
that are owing to the shareholders either as a result of money
loaned to the company or from the transfer of assets into the
company. They can be repaid in the future without tax
consequences to the shareholder or the corporation.

Could we keep one bank account to pay all business
and household expenses?

What additional services will we need from our
accountant and lawyer?

Could they? Yes. Should they? Definitely not. The accountant
advised them to keep a separate corporate bank account, move
funds monthly from corporate account to personal account and

The accountant instructs the lawyer on how to set up the
company and what shares to issue based on the assets and
liabilities being transferred in. The lawyer will also transfer title

Will the company pay dividends?
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and mortgages for land going into the company.
The accountant will work with the lawyer each year
to keep the minute book up to date as the official
corporate record of the company.
The company will file an annual corporate tax
return, which may cost more than a proprietorship,
but this is usually more than offset by income tax
savings.
What happens to existing loans like the one
owing for the initial purchase of the farm?
It can be transferred to the company if necessary.
The lawyer may need to draw up new promissory
notes or other supporting paperwork. All lenders
should be notified of the change to a corporate
structure.
We’re in our mid-thirties and have two
small children. How does incorporating
impact transition planning down the road?
It’s early days for Lisa and Rudy, but a good time
to think about a transition plan even though their
children are very young. There are options to
consider within a corporate structure.
To accommodate both children and a simple
division of assets, Lisa and Rudy may eventually
create a second corporation so there’s one for each
child. They may also maintain land and assets
outside the company to make it easier to disperse
to the children when they’re adults.
Their accountant commended them for their
diligence and list of questions. She cautioned that
there are a few time-consuming administrative
matters to be dealt with initially – updating
paperwork with the bank, updating the
bookkeeping system, advising suppliers and
vendors that they are now operating under a new
name – but once the company is operational, the
daily management should not be any more onerous
than it was before.
Lisa and Rudy left the meeting feeling much better
about their decision to incorporate, and they had a
solid plan for managing their new company. n

BDO is a trusted advisor for agricultural accounting, tax planning
and business consulting. Visit their website bdo.ca or Twitter

@BDOCanada_Ag.
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Gear Up With AgExpert
You could win a 2022 Polaris RANGER 1000 Premium*

AgExpert Contest
ad to come

Sign up, renew or upgrade to enter
Gear up your farm with AgExpert Field or AgExpert Accounting
management software. Get contest details at AgExpert.ca/GearUp.

Early Bird Deadline: Feb. 15, 2022
$7,500 Tech Package
You could win a $5,000 BEST BUY™ gift card, plus a five-year AgExpert
Premium Bundle subscription (valued at $2,500).

*Enter Grand Prize draw by March 31, 2022. Prizes may not be exactly as shown. No purchase necessary. Get complete contest rules at AgExpert.ca/GearUp or mail a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Gear Up With AgExpert, 1800 Hamilton St, Regina SK, S4P 4L3.

DIGITIZE YOUR
FARM RECORDS
TO GET MORE
FROM YOUR DATA
There’s no doubt that technology has transformed Canadian
agriculture over the last few decades. Most farmers are keen to
adopt new methods and machinery to improve production in the
barn and increase yields in the field.
But when it comes to data management tools, the adoption of
technology is slower.
Krista Kilback, manager of sales and marketing at FCC
AgExpert, knows many farmers who are diligent about keeping
records but still use a pen and paper to record them. While paper
records have traditionally been a popular management system,
she says this method makes it hard for farmers to use their data to
gain insights and make ongoing management decisions.
That’s why FCC designed farm management software specifically
for use in Canadian farm businesses.
“We want to help all Canadian farmers digitize their records in a
way that makes it easy and intuitive for them to enter data. And
get the answers they need to be profitable and successful across
their operations,” Kilback says.
Known as Canada’s farm accounting software, AgExpert
Accounting is a full-fledged financial management package that
allows users to enter data into customized charts of accounts
based on the commodities they produce. Managing payroll,
submitting GST and HST returns, and projecting cash flow
reports are some of the most-used features.

“The app makes it easy for farmers to pull out their phone, enter
or retrieve crop input information and make adjustments from
the field,” Kilback says.
By recording field activities and then entering the related costs,
the system provides detailed cost of production data that can be
used to make more informed agronomic decisions. Over time,
performance can be measured and analyzed from year-to-year,
crop-to-crop and even field-to-field.
Since both AgExpert Accounting and AgExpert Field are
web-based platforms, users can enter data, access their records
and share information with team members anytime from any
device.
“Most software has transitioned online so many producers want
to know where their data is going and how it could be used,”
Kilback says. She’s proud that AgExpert is the first software in
Canada to be certified Ag Data Transparent (ADT), at the highest
standard and seal of approval in terms of privacy and security of
farm data.
“AgExpert’s digital capabilities really put the farmer in the
driver’s seat in terms of time management and how they want to
use the platform,” she says. n

Learn more at AgExpert.ca

The purpose of AgExpert Field, which is available as a mobile
app, is to track all the activities involved in growing a crop.
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WHY YOU
SHOULD
CONSIDER
YOURSELF
A CEO
BY PETER GREDIG

Are you a farm manager – or a CEO? If you’ve never thought of
yourself as a CEO, it’s time to think about the leadership skills
you need for business-optimal performance.
CEOs are leaders. They think long term, take risks, coach rather
than micro-manage and are always thinking about ways to move
the team forward. Managers execute the vision in the short term,
maintain a solid process and stick to the plan. A natural-born,
instinct-driven leader may find they need to sharpen their
manager skillset to be more disciplined and process-oriented.
Likewise, a manager who struggles to connect with and motivate
their team may need improved leadership skills.
So the question is, what kind of leader are you? Before you can
answer, it’s important to know what kind of person you are.
Self-assessment
Are you reactive, making decisions on the spot based on emotion,
intuition or a gut feeling? Or are you more contemplative and
prefer to gather all the information and take time to consider
everything before deciding? Different personality traits present
different work environments for your team, and being aware of
your own strengths and weaknesses can be your leadership
superpower.

Let’s look at how your leadership plays into it.
Workplace culture refers to the beliefs and behaviours that
determine how employees and management interact and how
everyone goes about their daily tasks. It can be a subtle thing that
develops over time – often the case with family businesses where
the corporate culture mirrors family values. When employees are
non-family members, a more defined and documented approach
to culture may be beneficial.
Bosses set the tone so need to be aware of their influence on how
employees behave and interact. It could be positive or negative –
starting out right is far better than trying to change an ingrained
negative culture.
Just as the status quo is designed to get the results it gets, a leader
gets what they are willing to put up with. An intentional and
clearly articulated culture lets the team know that how they do
things is just as important as what they do. If you are volatile with
employees and dismissive of clients, that’s likely to become part
of your culture.
Although hard to measure, culture is a key competitive advantage
that can differentiate your business from others and spur growth.
And as the business grows, creating, refining and maintaining a
positive culture become priorities for the CEO.

Creating a culture

Understand emotional intelligence

There are a lot of factors that go into creating a culture, from
dress code, safety protocols, work environment, and wage levels
to how customers are treated. These are all part of the culture.

Emotional intelligence, or EQ, measures your ability to be aware
of emotions and how they impact relationships. Many leaders are
incredibly intelligent, but it’s their ability to connect on an
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8 CRITICAL QUESTIONS
leaders can ask themselves
Here are eight compelling questions to help
leaders self-assess their influence on
employees and workplace culture.
Go to Inc.com for the full article by Diane
Gottsman, writer, speaker and founder of
the Protocol School of Texas.
• What kind of environment are you creating
for employees?
• Are you setting the example you want
employees to follow?
• Do you understand your employees’
motivation?
• Would employees say you communicate well?
• Are you accessible to your employees?
emotional level that elevates their success. If this is an area you
know is a weakness for you, there are techniques to help improve
your emotional intelligence, understand different emotions and
learn to manage them, because everyone operates on different
emotional spectrums.

• Are you encouraging an atmosphere of
professional growth?
• Does your team understand your
expectations?
• Are you letting your team do their job?

Delegate and collaborate
The best leaders often have “spikey profiles,” which means they
excel at one or two things. Entrepreneurs and founders are often
forced to do every task needed to get the business up and
running. Recognizing when and what to delegate is a big step
in moving towards a CEO role. Collaboration with external
resources expands the physical, mental and creative capacity of
a business. It’s not a weakness to bring in help for specific tasks.
It’s a power play.
Priority management
Successful leaders recognize they must make tough decisions
about where they and their team direct their energy to maximize
productivity. The CEO determines what gets done and what
can wait.
There’s a good farming metaphor for this skill and it relates to
rock picking. If you start by picking up every rock you see, big
and small, it will quickly become evident that you need to focus
on the big rocks if you hope to make any progress. Recognizing
what the big rocks are and having the discipline to pick those first
can mean the difference between a good team and a great team.

Consistent communication and process
A CEO who is consistent in how they communicate and follows a
set process when dealing with problems instils confidence in
employees. It doesn’t have to be formal or rigid, but if the leader’s
style and company protocols are consistent, the team will mirror
that effort. If certain employees have a performance review every
six months but others have gone years without one, it’s sending a
message that leadership is inconsistent – so it’s OK to be
inconsistent.
Like many entrepreneurs, farmers can also struggle with the idea
of process and structure because they are independent,
freewheeling, nimble and creative. Recognizing that structure
and consistency lead to better team performance is an important
part of effective leadership.
Not sure where and how to start? Try hiring a business coach or
exploring a program like LeaderShift (leader-shift.ca). It may help
get you to the next level. n
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Transitioning from

Founder to CEO
As your business grows, you will find yourself shifting from
the role of founder to CEO. How can you do that successfully?
•
•
•
•
•

Pick your North Star – know who is most critical to your success
Understand all your stakeholders and their needs
Look for advice from mentors and peers
Prioritize and delegate responsibility
Be authentic and build trust

Source: nfx.com

Calendar year-end also means fiscal
year-end for many farm businesses.
To take the stress off, start early,
keep your books current and
accurate, and know your dates and
requirements. Ask an accountant
about government incentives and
tax planning.
Source: Entre flow.com

CEO SELF-CARE
Good self-care habits are important for everyone, but especially leaders
and managers others depend on.
Four ways to boost energy, productivity and wellness:
1. Identify what is causing you stress
2. Unplug from time to time
3. Ask for help
4. Pay attention to diet, sleep and exercise
Read more about self-care for farm families in the FCC publication Rooted in Strength.

fcc.ca/Wellness
Source: Inc.com
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FOCUS ON THE FUTURE
What will the new year bring for the food world?
Key trends farmers can expect in this year and beyond:
HEALTH
superfoods, probiotics,
functional ingredients
and more

WASTE REDUCTION
upcycling underused ingredients
from food waste into unique,
sellable products

ONLINE
consumers are increasingly
comfortable shopping for groceries
and meal deliveries online

Source: agriculture.com

7
BUSINESS
Following these

PRACTICES
was found to increase
farm profitability up to

525%

• Commit to lifelong learning
and skills development
• Make business decisions
using accurate financial data
• Seek the help of business
advisors and consultants
• Have a written business plan,
follow it, review it annually
• Know, monitor your cost of
production and what it
means for your profits
• Assess risks and have a plan
to manage and mitigate them
• Implement a budget and
financial plan to monitor
financial position and options

Source: fmc-gac.com/dollarssense
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Find Lilian @foodandfarming
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